ABSTRACT

AJMERI, NIRAV. Multiagent Systems for Privacy-Aware Social Computing. (Under the direction of Dr. Munindar P. Singh.)

Research Theme:
A socially intelligent personal agent understands and helps its user respect the norms governing the user’s interaction in a society. This research addresses the research question of how can we engineer social intelligence in personal agents to deliver a privacy-preserving social experience. Addressing this research question, we develop multiagent system techniques to engineer such personal agents.

Methods:
This research develops (1) Arnor, an agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) method to model social intelligence in privacy-aware personal agents, and (2) Poros, a framework that enables personal agents to reason about shared contexts, and learn contextually relevant social norms that preserve privacy.

Arnor goes beyond traditional AOSE methods to engineer personal agents by systematically capturing interactions that influence social experience.

A personal agent may deviate from norms under certain contexts. Poros (1) enables personal agents deviating from norms to share deviation contexts with other agents in the agent society, and (2) provides personal agents the ability to reason about shared contexts.

Claims:
We claim that (1) Arnor supports developers in engineering personal agents, and (2) personal agents engineered using Arnor provide a better privacy-preserving social experience than agents engineered using a traditional AOSE method. We evaluate Arnor via a developer study, and a set of simulation experiments, and measure the social experience of social metrics of norm compliance and sanction proportion.

We make two claims about the impact of context sharing and reasoning in Poros. First, ability to reason about deviation contexts helps personal agents accurately learn applicable context-dependent norms. Second, by acting according to such shared context-dependent norms that preserve privacy, a personal agent can provide its users a more satisfying social experience than an agent that does not reason about shared context. We demonstrate these claims via
social simulations involving agent societies of varying sizes and diverse characteristics reflecting pragmatic, considerate, and selfish agents.

**Proposed Work:**

Complying to social norms require agents to perform or not perform certain actions. An understanding of values such as privacy or security, each of these actions promote or demote could help personal agents to decide whether or not to pursue those actions. We propose Valar, a framework to reason about values, and Gimli, a decision support system based on Valar to assist SIPAs make a decision in scenarios where norms conflict.
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Privacy encompasses both technical and technical aspects. But the literature in privacy research has focused on these aspects as two different goals. One aims to design secured systems with the help of cryptographic protection. The other aims to protect personal information by facilitating informed choice options to an individual and assume that policies and regulations are enforceable. This research tackles the science of privacy from a sociotechnical viewpoint that bridges the two goals.

Human interactions in society are not merely driven by personal needs and expectations (defined later in Chapter 2.3). Others around us and their expectations play a prominent part on the way we act and interact. A personal agent acts and interacts on behalf of its human user.

A socially intelligent personal agent (SIPA) adheres to social expectations of multiple stakeholders—both primary and secondary (defined later in Chapter 2), adapts according to the circumstances or social context [Dey, 2001], acts on behalf of its human user (primary stakeholder), and provides a pleasing social experience to all of its stakeholders as opposed to individual experience to its human user.

The key objectives of this research are: (1) to engineer personal agents such that they deliver a pleasant social experience relative to the society, and yet preserve their stakeholders’ privacy, and (2) to make engineering of such personal agents efficient and effective for developers. We recognize social norms and social context as important factors that influence the working of
1.1 Preliminaries

In this section we provide a background on privacy, and social norms in multiagent systems.

1.1.1 Privacy

The concept of privacy encircles several areas. An individual’s notion of privacy is partly based upon the society’s notion of privacy and partly based upon his or her personal experiences [Westin, 1967, 2003]. The general attitude towards sharing personal information varies from one individual to other. Westin [1967] classifies individuals based on their privacy preferences: privacy fundamentalists are the individuals who are extremely concerned about their privacy and are reluctant to share personal information; privacy pragmatists are concerned about privacy but less than fundamentalists and they are willing to disclose personal information when some benefit is expected; and, privacy unconcerned do not consider privacy loss when disclosing personal information [Westin, 1967]. The pragmatists are further grouped into identity-aware and profile-aware individuals [Spiekermann and Cranor, 2009]. Identity aware individuals are the ones who are more concerned about revealing identifying information such as e-mail or physical address rather than revealing their interests. Profile aware individuals worry more about sharing their hobbies, age, interests, or preferences.

Privacy has always been a topic of debate and has no globally agreed-upon definition [Smith and Shao, 2007]. Theorists from the areas of law, philosophy, sociology, and computer science have all tried to define privacy in their own perspective. The importance of privacy and what it brings to an individual is also debated. Although there is no single definition, researchers acknowledge the idea of privacy, and view it as a collection of concepts instead of one specific concept [Smith and Shao, 2007]. In this research, we adopt the nuanced notions (specifically intrusion, appropriation, and disclosure) of privacy as defined in Solove’s taxonomy [Solove, 2006].

1.1.2 Social Norms and Multiagent Systems

The concept “norm” is used in different disciplines and thus has variant notions such as social expectations, legal laws, and linguistic imperatives [Boella et al., 2009b]. We adopt the concept of social norms, which describe interactions between principals in terms of what they ought to be, or reactions to behaviors, including attempts to apply sanctions. Thus, social norms regulate the interactions of the principals involved. Norms and normative systems are gaining increasing interest in the computer science community. Meyer and Wieringa [1993] define normative
systems as “systems in the behavior of which norms play a role and which need normative concepts in order to be described or specified.” Normative multiagent systems as a research area can be defined as the intersection of normative systems and multiagent systems. Norms govern much of our social lives, and therefore are considered as a key element of artificial agents that are expected to behave comparably to humans [Boella et al., 2006]. We adopt Singh’s [Singh, 2013] representation of social norms in which norms are classified as five types: commitment, authorization, prohibition, sanction and power.

1.2 Motivational Example

Example 1 Consider a ringer manager as a SIPA. The ringer manager installed on Alice’s phone decides appropriate ringer modes (loud, silent, or vibrate) for incoming calls. Alice, the phone owner is the primary stakeholder of the SIPA. Bob, Alice’s friend who calls Alice often, and Charlie and Dave, Alice’s coworkers, who are in her vicinity, are some of the secondary stakeholders. Further, the ringer manager’s capabilities influencing its social experience include (1) allowing Alice to be tele-reachable, (2) notifying the caller if Alice is not reachable, (3) enabling Alice to work uninterrupted, and (4) not annoying Alice’s neighbors.

Suppose that Bob calls Alice when she is in an important meeting with Charlie and Dave. Alice is committed (a social norm) to answering Bob’s phone calls. Another commitment is to keep one’s phone silent during important meetings. Alice’s SIPA, understanding the norms and knowing that Bob’s calls to Alice are generally casual, puts Alice’s phone on silent for Bob’s call and notifies Bob that Alice is in a meeting; later when Alice’s meeting ends, Alice’s SIPA reminds her to call Bob.

Should Alice’s phone rings loudly during the meeting, privacy implications may follow [Murukannaiah et al., 2016; Solove, 2006]. A loud ring intrudes upon Alice’s and other meeting attendees’ privacy in that call violates the meeting attendees’ reasonable expectation to be left alone. Further, it is likely that meeting attendees frown at Alice (disapproval). If Alice answers the call, those overhearing Alice and Bob’s conversation can gain knowledge about her and her interlocutor (information leak). If Bob’s call were urgent, Bob’s SIPA could communicate the urgency to Alice’s SIPA, and Alice’s SIPA could deliver a different social experience, e.g., set phone on vibrate to notify Alice of urgency and yet not annoy other meeting attendees. Should Alice’s phone stays silent for Bob’s urgent call, it may affect their relationships.

In the examples above, ringer manager SIPA makes nontrivial decisions influencing social experience of its stakeholders. Existing AOSE methods [Bresciani et al., 2004; Murukannaiah and Singh, 2014; Winikoff and Padgham, 2004] are good starting point to engineer personal agents, however these methods do not guide developers with systematic steps to represent and
reason about such scenarios, and thus fall short in supporting agents that adapt to evolving social contexts at runtime.

Social norms inform personal agents about a set of reasonable actions in a social context [van Riemsdijk et al., 2015a]. Norm compliance in a social context is either achieved by (1) conveyance of norms, where SIPAs are made aware of norms by direct communication, or (2) via (positive and negative) sanctions, where personal agents learn norms in the form of which actions are appropriate in a context [Andrighetto et al., 2013].

Under certain circumstances, we (as humans) may deviate from norms. When we deviate, we may offer an explanation typically revealing the context of the deviation. Revealing context may lessen the burden of deviation, and may help us avert sanction resulting from the deviation. Deviations from norms often hint toward a different norm that is contextually relevant. For instance if Alice reveals to meeting attendees’ that the call was from a sick friend who needs urgent care, the meeting attendees’ (1) may not frown on Alice, and (2) may learn that although it is not appropriate to answer calls during meetings as it intrudes upon attendees’ privacy, answering an emergency call is acceptable as it could ensure someone’s well being or safety. An ability to reason about deviation context, and an understanding of values promoted or demoted by different actions could assist SIPAs in providing a pleasing social experience to its stakeholders.

We recognize three key challenges. One, understanding what constitutes a social experience, and how SIPA’s actions influence the social experience and privacy of its stakeholders? When SIPAs satisfy or violate norms, they might share certain contextual information related to satisfaction or violation. Social experience largely depends on how SIPAs’ stakeholders perceive shared information. Two, how and what contextual information should a SIPA disclose? When norms conflict, SIPAs must perform actions that promote richer social experience. Three, how can we develop decision support to recommend actions?

1.3 Research Questions

Based on aforementioned challenges and nuances in the example, we seek to probe the following research questions:

**RQ 1.** How can we model social intelligence in a SIPA such that it delivers a social experience but respects its stakeholders’ privacy?

**RQ 2.** How can we enable a SIPA to share deviation contexts, and to reason about contexts shared by other SIPAs?

**RQ 3.** Does a SIPA’s ability to reason about values each of its actions could promote or demote, help it in enriching the social experience delivered to its stakeholders?
1.4 Contributions and Organization

To address the research questions of modeling social intelligence and enabling ability to reason about deviation contexts and values, we develop (1) Arnor, an AOSE method; (2) Poros, a context reasoning framework; (3) Valar, a value-based framework; and (4) Gimli, a decision support system.

1.4.1 Arnor: Modeling Social Intelligence via Norms in Privacy-Aware Personal Agents

To address the research question of modeling social intelligence, we develop Arnor [Ajmeri et al., 2017b], a systematic method AOSE method. It facilitates developers to model stakeholders’ actions and expectations, and how these influence each other. Arnor employs Singh’s [Singh, 2013] model of (social) norms to capture social requirements, and incorporates argumentation constructs [Bench-Capon and Dunne, 2007] for sharing decision rationale. Since, testing a SIPA’s adaptability in all possible social contexts is logistically challenging and time consuming, Arnor also incorporates a SIPA simulation testbed. We rigorously evaluate Arnor via a developer study and a set of simulation experiments on the simulation testbed.

Developer Study

We hypothesize that the developers who follow Arnor (1) produce better models, (2) expend less time, (3) feel it is easier to develop a SIPA, and (4) expend less effort, than those who follow Xipho. We find that developers using Arnor spend less time and effort, and overall feel it is easier to engineer a SIPA using Arnor. No significant difference is found in the model quality.

Simulation Experiment

We hypothesize that SIPAs developed using Arnor (1) have better adaptability features, and (2) provide richer social experience, than SIPAs developed using Xipho. We measure social experience via norm compliance and sanction proportion measures. We find that SIPAs engineered using Arnor have greater adaptability correctness, similar norm compliance, and are prone to lesser sanctions.

Chapter 2 details Arnor, and discusses its evaluation.

1.4.2 Poros: Enhancing Social Experience via Context Sharing

As SIPAs act and interact, they need to be aware of their stakeholders’ contexts, and how each stakeholder perceive their actions. To address the research question of sharing and reasoning
about deviation contexts, we develop Poros. Poros is a framework which enables SIPAs to share deviation contexts with other agents, and provides SIPAs an ability to reason about contexts shared by other agents. This ability to share and reason about shared contexts assist SIPAs in learning contextually relevant norms, and thus help SIPAs act in a way that provides a pleasing social experience to their stakeholders. We evaluated Poros by social simulation experiments.

**Simulation Experiment**

We hypothesize that Poros SIPAs that share and reason about context learn contextually relevant norms, and thus provide a greater social experience than those that don’t reason about context. We measure social experience through happiness and experience payoff metrics (defined in Chapter 3), and find that Poros SIPAs provide higher happiness, and experience payoff.

Chapter 3 describes Poros, and the simulation experiments.

1.4.3 Research plan for Valar and Gimli: Enriching Social Experience with Values

**Goal.**

The goal is to enhance a SIPA’s reasoning capability by making them aware of values such as privacy or security each of their actions promote or demote.

**Research question.**

Does the awareness of values each action could promote or demote assist a SIPA in enriching the social experience it delivers to its stakeholders?

**Background and Motivation.**

If norms require agents to perform or not perform certain actions, values provide a reason to or not to pursue that action [Dechesne et al., 2013]. Each action the Poros SIPAs execute, promote or demote certain values [Pasotti et al., 2016]. For instance, a callee’s action of answering an urgent phone call during a meeting may promote safety of the caller, but demote privacy of the meeting attendees. To reason about such values, a SIPA could employ a value-based argumentation framework [Bench-Capon, 2003]. Being aware of values, and an ability to reason about these values could help a SIPA make an informed decision which aligns with its stakeholders’ preferences, and thus essentially promote greater social experience in situations where norms conflict.
Hypothesis.

We hypothesize that a SIPA with a capability to reason about values each of its action promotes or demotes, provides a richer social experience than a SIPA without such a capability.

Research plan.

We plan to develop Valar, a framework that makes SIPAs aware of the values each of their actions could promote or demote. We envisage Gimli to work in tandem with Valar, and provide a decision-support system to SIPAs.

Valar. We will conduct a crowdsourced experiment wherein crowdworkers will answer questions in an immersive setting indicating their preferences for different available actions in situations where norms conflict, and the values each of these actions may promote or demote. From the gathered data, we intend to identify (1) contextual factors (such as place and social relationships), and associated values (such as privacy, security, and trust) that could potentially influence decision making in a SIPA, (2) relative preference between the combinations of identified contextual factors and values, and (3) the tradeoffs between the contextual factors and values pairs.

To evaluate the proposed hypothesis, we will build different models based on the identified factors and values, and measure their goodness of fit.

Gimli. We will use the gathered data from the crowdsourcing experiment to identify the features (contextual factors and values) that influence the decision making in situations where norms conflict, and build classifiers to recommend actions. To evaluate Gimli, we will compute the recommender’s precision, recall, and accuracy measures by comparing the recommendation with the actual crowdsourced response.

Success Criteria.

Valar. Goodness of fit for models containing values are high.

Gimli. Accuracy of the recommendations generated are high.

Chapter 4 provides preliminaries for Valar and Gimli.

1.4.4 Status and Tentative Timeline

Table 1.1 shows the status of our contributions, and a tentative timeline for completion.
Table 1.1 Proposed plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Arnor</td>
<td>Complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Poros</td>
<td>Almost Complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a.</td>
<td>Valar</td>
<td>Ideation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b.</td>
<td>Gimli</td>
<td>Ideation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This chapter describes Arnor, our methodology to model social intelligence in personal agents, and its empirical evaluation via a developer study and simulation experiments. It is based on a paper “Arnor: Modeling Social Intelligence via Norms to Engineer Privacy-Aware Personal Agents” that appears in Proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS).

2.1 Introduction

Our actions and interactions in a society are not driven solely by individual needs. Instead, we adapt our behavior considering the needs of others, e.g., by being courteous and lending a helping hand. Such acts, even if inconvenient at times, deliver a pleasant social experience.

Privacy encompasses both social and technical aspects. However, most of the traditional works have approached privacy from a technical standpoint. We tackle the science of privacy from a sociotechnical viewpoint [Chopra and Singh, 2016; Kafah et al., 2016].

Consider a society in which an agent acts and interacts on behalf of a stakeholder (human
user). Our objective is to engineer the agents such that they deliver a social experience relative to that society, as opposed to individual user experiences. We refer to an agent delivering a social experience as a socially intelligent personal agent (SIPA). The primary stakeholder of a SIPA is the user who directly interacts with the SIPA, and on whose behalf the SIPA acts and interacts. A secondary stakeholder of a SIPA may not directly interact with the SIPA, but the SIPA’s actions affect the secondary stakeholder.

To understand the nuances in modeling social intelligence in SIPAs, let us revisit the example in Chapter 1.

**Example 2** Consider a ringer manager as a SIPA installed on Alice’s phone. The ringer manager decides appropriate ringer modes (e.g., loud or silent) for incoming calls. Alice is the ringer manager’s primary stakeholder. Bob, Alice’s friend, calls her when Charlie and Dave, Alice’s coworkers, are in her vicinity. Bob, Charlie, and Dave are the ringer manager’s secondary stakeholders.

We define social experience as the collective experience a SIPA delivers to each of its primary and secondary stakeholders. Respecting stakeholders’ privacy is an important aspect of delivering social experience.

**Example 3** Bob calls Alice when she is in an important meeting with Charlie and Dave.

In Example 3, should Alice’s phone ring loud during the meeting, privacy implications may follow [Murukannaiah et al., 2016; Solove, 2006]. A loud ring intrudes upon Alice’s and other meeting attendees’ privacy in that the call violates their reasonable expectation to be left alone. Further, Alice may receive nasty looks from other attendees (disapprobation). If Alice answers the call, those overhearing Alice and Bob’s conversation can gain knowledge about her and her interlocutor (information leak).

**Example 4** Alice is in a meeting with Charlie and Dave. Bob is in a car accident and calls Alice for assistance. Bob’s ringer manager communicates the urgency to Alice’s ringer manager, which then sets her phone to ring loud. It also notifies Charlie and Dave about the situation.

Should Alice’s phone stay silent for Bob’s urgent call, Bob’s trust for Alice may reduce, affecting their social relationship. Instead, if the phone rings loud and Alice communicates a rationale to Dave and Charlie, presumably, they would not frown at her.

These examples demonstrate the nontrivial decisions a SIPA must make and the implications those decisions have on the stakeholders’ social experience and privacy. These nuances prompt us to investigate the research question:
RQ. How can we engineer a SIPA such that it delivers a social experience but respects its stakeholders’ privacy?

Three key challenges in engineering a SIPA to deliver a social experience are understanding (1) what constitutes social experience; (2) how a SIPA’s actions influence the social experience and privacy for each stakeholder; and (3) how a SIPA’s actions evolve when it is put to use in a variety of social contexts.

Existing agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) methods provide a good starting point for addressing the first challenge. For example, Tropos [Bresciani et al., 2004] actor models and Gaia [Wooldridge et al., 2000] interaction models capture stakeholders and coarse dependencies between them. However, these methods provide little guidance on capturing how an agent’s actions and interactions influence each stakeholder involved (second challenge). Also, these methods provide design-time constructs to model an agent, but fall short in modeling social interactions that support agents to adapt to evolving social contexts at run time (third challenge). Our formulation contrasts with Tropos where the stakeholders are characterized by their goals, as in caller, callee, and neighbor, but a single perspective is taken in the actor produced. We consider multiple perspectives where each agent corresponds to one user and has its loyalty to that user.

Norms have been widely studied with several works addressing norm conflicts, compliance, and emergence via either simulation or formalization [Alechina et al., 2016; Criado and Such, 2016]. Van Riemsdijk et al. [2015b] argue for a personal agent’s need to explicitly represent norms. Social norms inform SIPAs about a set of reasonable actions in a social context. Norm compliance in a social context is achieved either by (1) establishment of norms, where SIPAs are made aware of norms by direct communication, or (2) via (positive and negative) sanctions, where SIPAs learn norms in the form of appropriate actions in a social context [Andrighetto et al., 2013]. Also, a SIPA’s decision rationale for its action influences how other stakeholders perceive satisfaction or violation of a norm, and the nature of sanctions that they apply.

Contribution

To address the aforesaid challenges, we propose Arnor, a systematic method enabling the development of privacy-aware socially intelligent personal agents via social constructs. Arnor facilitates agent developers in modeling stakeholders’ social expectations and, how an agent’s actions influence those expectations, thereby enabling SIPAs that deliver a rich social experience. Arnor employs Singh’s [2013] model of (social) norms to capture social requirements, and incorporates argumentation constructs [Bench-Capon and Dunne, 2007] for sharing a decision rationale.

Testing a SIPA’s adaptability in all possible social contexts would be infeasible. To overcome
this challenge, Arnor incorporates a SIPA simulation testbed. Seeded with crowdsourced data, Arnor’s testbed enables designers to test a SIPA’s runtime adaptability. We rigorously evaluate Arnor via two studies: (1) a multiphase developer study in which developers engineer a SIPA, and (2) a set of adaptability studies in which we simulate the adaptability of SIPAs developed in the first study in a variety of social contexts.

Novelty

Arnor goes beyond existing AOSE methods by assisting developers to incorporate social norms and reason about how those norms influence social experience. In spirit, Arnor is a hybrid method in that it addresses the problem of engineering SIPAs combining top-down (via modeling) and bottom-up (via experience or social learning [Sen and Airiau, 2007]) styles.

Section 2.2 briefly describes the background works on which we build. Section 2.3 describes Arnor in detail. Section 2.4 describes our developer and simulation studies, and Section 2.5 presents our results and discusses threats to validity. Section 2.6 discusses related works and Section 2.7 concludes with important future directions.

2.2 Background

Arnor builds on the AOSE methods of Tropos and Xipho, and on the constructs of social norms and sanctions.

2.2.1 Tropos and Xipho

Tropos [Bresciani et al., 2004] is an end-to-end AOSE methodology spanning requirements modeling, design, and implementation. Tropos provides systematic steps to model and refine an application to be developed via high-level abstractions.

We adopt the following Tropos abstractions. An actor is a social, physical, or a software agent. An actor has goals (strategic interests) and plans (means of achieving a goal) within a system. Further, an actor’s goals can be hard (having a specific satisfaction condition) or soft (not have a specific satisfaction condition). A belief is an actor’s perspective of the environment and a resource is a physical or information entity. An actor may have dependencies with other actors to satisfy goals, execute plans, or acquire resources.

Figures 2.1 shows a Tropos system-as-is model (the as-is model captures the setting in which the agent to be developed, e.g., the ringer manager, operates). This model identifies the stakeholders and dependencies between them as well as the goals and plans of the stakeholders.
Figure 2.1 A Tropos system-as-is model of the ringer manager, expanding the callee’s perspective [Murukannaiah and Singh, 2014].

Xipho [Murukannaiah and Singh, 2014] extends Tropos to engineer personal agents. Xipho introduces context as a high-level abstraction and treats an actor’s goals, plans, and dependencies as inherently contextual. Xipho enables a developer to tailor a generic model of context to a specific application scenario via systematic steps through distinct development phases.

2.2.2 Norms and Sanctions

A norm as understood here [Singh, 2013] is directed from a subject to an object and is constructed as a conditional relationship involving an antecedent (which brings the norm in force) and a consequent (which brings the norm to satisfaction or violation). This representation yields clarity on who is accountable to whom. A norm can be formalized as:

\[ N(\text{subject, object, antecedent, consequent}) \]

We employ the following types of norms in our approach.

- A commitment (C) means that its subject commits to its object to ensure the consequent if the antecedent holds. An example commitment is that, in a meeting room, the participants
may be committed to each other to keep their phones silent: C(PHONE-USER, COWORKER, place = meeting, ring = silent).

- A prohibition means that its subject is forbidden by its object from bringing about the consequent if the antecedent holds. An example prohibition (P) is that, in an examination hall, the students may be prohibited by a proctor from answering phone calls: P(PHONE-USER, PROCTOR, place = examination, ring = silent).

- A sanction specifies the consequences its subject faces from its object for satisfying or violating another norm, such as a commitment or a prohibition. A sanction can be positive, negative, or neutral [Nardin et al., 2016]. A sanction may be in the form of “feedback,” e.g., a smile or a scowl, from one user to another. An example sanction (S) is that, in a meeting, if a participant’s phone rings loud, he or she receives a scowl from other meeting participants: S(PHONE-USER, COWORKER, place = meeting ∧ ring = loud, feedback = scowl).

2.3 Arnor

Arnor is a four-step method build on social constructs to systematically model the social experience provided by a SIPA. Arnor’s steps include modeling of: (1) goals, (2) environmental contexts, (3) social expectations, and (4) social experience. Figure 2.2 shows a conceptual model of Arnor. Table 2.1 provides an overview.

![Figure 2.2 Arnor’s conceptual model schematically.](image_url)

Table 2.1 Overview of Arnor tasks and examples to engineer a SIPA.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Arnor Task</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal Modeling</td>
<td>Identify all actors</td>
<td>Alice, Bob, Charlie, Dave, Erin, and strangers in the theater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abstract actors as primary and secondary stakeholders, as appropriate</td>
<td>Phone user is a primary stakeholder; friend, coworker, stranger in the vicinity of phone users are secondary stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify goals of each actor</td>
<td>Phone user’s goals to be tele-reachable, and to be not disturbed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify all actions, and abstract them as appropriate</td>
<td>Phone users do not answer phone calls during meetings; phone users answer their coworkers’ urgent phone calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify plans for abstract actions</td>
<td>Set ringer mode as loud for the action phone user answers a phone call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Associate goals with plans</td>
<td>Phone user’s goal of tele-reachable can be realized by the plan of setting ringer mode as loud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Modeling</td>
<td>Identify the contexts in which each actor’s goals and plans are relevant</td>
<td>Coworker’s goal to be not disturbed is relevant in the meeting context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify conflicting goals (and inconsistent plans)</td>
<td>Phone user’s goal of tele-reachable conflicts with the goal to not disturb neighbors in the meeting context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Expectation Modeling</td>
<td>Identify norms relevant to social and privacy expectations</td>
<td>The phone user is committed to answering urgent phone calls from family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify possible conflicts between norms</td>
<td>Phone user’s commitment toward friend to answer phone calls conflicts with phone user’s commitment to keep phone on silent during meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Resolve conflicts by capturing contextual preferences between norms

In the meeting context, prefer phone user’s commitment to keep phone on silent during meeting over phone user’s commitment toward friend to answer phone calls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Experience Modeling</th>
<th>Identify effects of stakeholders’ actions on social expectations</th>
<th>A norm that is consistently being violated, e.g., phone users always answering calls during meeting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promote actions that enhance social experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.1 Goal Modeling

For a SIPA to provide a social experience, it needs to be aware of the associated stakeholders, their goals and relevant plans. Goal modeling in Arnor uses Tropos constructs to elicit stakeholders, their goals, and relevant plans.

A **stakeholder** is a user that participates in a society and interacts with or is affected by the SIPA. **Primary stakeholders** are the users that interact directly with the SIPA. **Secondary stakeholders** do not have direct interaction with the SIPA, but are affected by its interactions with the primary stakeholder.

A **goal** is a set of states of the environment that are preferred by the stakeholders.

A **plan** is a sequence of actions that can bring about a state in which a stakeholder’s goal is satisfied. The SIPA acts on behalf of the stakeholders or assists stakeholders in bringing their goals.

Stakeholders in Arnor map to actors in Tropos or Xipho. Whereas Tropos and Xipho explicitly relate actors to the users that have goals, Arnor forces designers to additionally identify (secondary) stakeholders that do not necessarily have a goal, but are affected by the plans that (primary) stakeholders execute to achieve their goals. Capturing secondary stakeholders is necessary to providing a social experience. A stakeholder may adopt different roles.

Following Table 2.1, we create the goal model for the ringer manager SIPA described in Examples 2–4 and Figure 2.1.

**Primary stakeholder.** Alice, the phone user (S₁).

**Secondary stakeholders.** Bob (Alice’s friend, S₂), Charlie and Dave (Alice’s coworkers, S₃ and S₄), Erin (Alice’s mother, S₅) and strangers (those in the theater who are in Alice’s vicinity when the ringer manager SIPA is in use, S₆). Here Bob, Charlie, Dave and Erin
could assume the roles of caller and neighbors in different contexts. Note that, although the ringer manager SIPA includes only one primary stakeholder, other settings could involve multiple primary stakeholders.

**Goals.** The phone user’s goals are to be tele-reachable (G₁), to notify caller if not reachable (G₂), to work uninterrupted (G₃), and to avoid annoying neighbors (G₄). Bob, Alice’s friend has goals to (1) tele-reach Alice (corresponds to G₁), and (2) be notified if Alice is not reachable (corresponds to G₂). Charlie and Dave’s goals are to not be disturbed at work by anyone (same as G₄). Erin’s mother has the same goals as Bob. Strangers in Alice’s vicinity share the same goal as Charlie and Dave. When Charlie and Dave assume the caller role, they share Bob and Erin’s goal of tele-reaching Alice.

**Actions.** Alice, the phone user, can answer a call if she is available, or can notify the caller otherwise. She could decide not to answer calls if she does not want to be disturbed or does not want to annoy her neighbors. Based on Alice’s actions, Bob, Charlie, Dave, Erin, and other stakeholders act. For example, if Alice answers Bob’s or Erin’s call, they could give Alice a positive feedback. In social expectation modeling, we capture these feedback actions as sanctions.

**Plans.** The plan corresponding to the answer call action is to set ringer mode on loud (P₁). The other plans could be to set ringer mode on vibrate (P₂) or set ringer mode on silent (P₃).

**Goal-plan association.** The plan of setting the ringer on loud promotes the phone user’s goal of being tele-reachable, and caller’s goal of tele-reaching the callee. The plan of setting the ringer on silent promotes the phone user’s goal to work uninterrupted, and the neighbors’ goal of not being disturbed.

### 2.3.2 Social Context Modeling

Context modeling includes identifying social contexts in which the stakeholders of a SIPA interact. The social context could include the place where the interaction occurs, attributes of the place, neighbors in the vicinity, the social relationship between primary and secondary stakeholders, the activities the stakeholders are involved in, and so on. The social context is decisive in identifying the goals to be brought about or plans to be executed in case of conflicts.

Some of the contexts associated with goals, G₁–G₄, and plans, P₁–P₃, are based on stakeholders’ locations (meeting or theater), social relationship (colleagues, friends or family), reason associated with a phone call (urgent phone call or a casual phone call), and so on.

Goal G₁ of being tele-reachable conflicts with goals G₃ and G₄ for both the meeting and theater scenarios. In these scenarios, the SIPA must rely on social contexts to determine which goal to accomplish. Potentially, where multiple plans may help realize the same goals. For
example, in a library, both the phone on silent plan and phone on vibrate plans serve the goal of not disturbing one’s neighbors. The SIPA relies on social context to choose between multiple plans.

### 2.3.3 Social Expectation Modeling

Social expectations including the privacy ones influence the stakeholders’ goals and plans. We model these expectations between stakeholders in terms of social norms and sanctions. The social norms of a society regulate how stakeholders act and conduct themselves. Some norms could be local to a stakeholder, for example, one’s commitment toward family members to always answer their phone calls, and some norms could be specific to a social context, for example, in the context of a meeting, a phone user is committed to keep his or her phone silent.

We express social expectations for the ringer manager SIPA via norms, sanctions and conflicts.

**Norms.** We identify the following norms.

- A phone user is committed to answering phone calls from callers. This commitment is satisfied by the plan of setting the ringer mode on loud.
  \[
  C_{\text{caller}}(\text{phone-user, caller, call, ring} = \text{loud})
  \]

- A phone user is committed to notifying the caller if he or she does not answer. The commitment is satisfied by the plan of setting the ringer mode on silent and sending a notification to the caller.
  \[
  C_{\text{notify}}(\text{phone-user, caller, call, ring} = \text{silent} \land \text{notify})
  \]

- A phone user is committed to coworkers to not let the phone ring during meetings. This commitment is satisfied by the plan of setting the ringer mode on silent or vibrate.
  \[
  C_{\text{meeting}}(\text{phone-user, coworkers, call, ring} = \text{silent} \lor \text{ring} = \text{vibrate})
  \]

**Sanctions.** The associated sanctions are as below:

- A phone user is (negatively) sanctioned by coworkers for answering a phone call during a meeting.
  \[
  S_{\text{meeting}}(\text{phone-user, coworkers, call \land place} = \text{meeting} \land \text{ring} = \text{loud}, \text{feedback} = \text{negative})
  \]

**Conflicts.** If a caller calls the phone user during a meeting, the phone user’s commitment \( C_{\text{caller}} \) toward a caller conflicts with his or her commitment \( C_{\text{meeting}} \) toward coworkers to not answer phone calls during meetings, i.e.,

\[
\text{conflict}(C_{\text{caller}}, C_{\text{meeting}}).
\]
Conflicts in social expectations can be resolved by capturing contextual preferences between conflicting norms. For example, a phone user can have a preference of $C_{meeting}$ (keep phone on silent during meetings) to $C_{caller}$ (answer calls from family members).

### 2.3.4 Social Experience Modeling

Norms are satisfied or violated as stakeholders act and execute plans to achieve their goals. Norm satisfaction or violation provides positive or negative experience to the stakeholders. As agents derive social experience from norms, over time, certain norms are preferred over others, and some lose significance. If a certain phone user is always answering phone calls during meetings, the phone user could be banished from meetings. A SIPA should execute actions that promote yield social experience by choosing which plans to execute, which goal states to accomplish, and which norms to satisfy. To decide which actions to promote, SIPAs could employ argumentation [Bench-Capon and Dunne, 2007], and make use of argumentation schemes such as arguments from consequences, and arguments from popular opinion [Walton et al., 2008]. Additionally, a SIPA, depending upon its user’s privacy attitude and information sharing preferences, can choose to share its decision rationale for choosing an action with the other stakeholders. The sharing of rationale could introduce nuances in social relationships of a SIPA’s stakeholders such as increase of trust that we do not model.

### 2.4 Evaluation

We investigate our research question by evaluating Arnor via a developer study and a simulation experiment.

#### 2.4.1 Developer Study

We begin with a multiphase developer study in which participants develop ringer manager SIPAs. Our study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). We obtained informed consent from each participant. The developer study lasted for six weeks.

**Study Unit**

The study unit is a ringer manager SIPA discussed in Examples 2–4 and Figure 2.1.

**Participants**

The developer study involved 30 participants, enrolled in a graduate-level computer science course. The participants earned points toward their course grades for completing the tasks
Figure 2.3 Experimental design.

described. However, participation in the study was not mandatory. Nonparticipants were offered an alternative task to earn points equivalent to what they would earn by participating in the study.
Study Mechanics

This developer study has two phases: learning and development. The study follows the one-factor design with two alternatives (Arnor and Xipho). We use Xipho as our baseline method because it is best suited among the existing AOSE methods to engineer personal agents.

We split participants into two groups (A that follows Arnor, and X that follows Xipho) balanced on skills indicated in a presurvey (detailed in Appendix A.1). All participants develop a ringer manager SIPA.

Learning Phase. During the learning phase of the study, participants proposed a SIPA, and created models of the proposed SIPA. This phase sought to help participants understand the nuances of a SIPA, and to teach them how to model requirements. The data collected in the learning phase is not used in the evaluation.

Development Phase. In the development phase, participants modeled and implemented a ringer manager SIPA that adapts according to expectations of callers and neighbors, and sanctions received from callers and neighbors for each action.

In the two development phases, participants were provided with a testbed to verify the working of their SIPAs.

Deliverables

The participants submitted models and source code at the completion of the development phase. Additionally, the participants completed a time and effort survey (detailed in Appendix A.2) for each work session, and completed a post-phase survey (detailed in Appendix A.3) at the end of each phase.

Metrics

To measure the effectiveness of Arnor, we compute the following metrics.

Model coverage measures the completeness of the model. It is the ratio of the number of requirements identified correctly in the produced model to the total number of requirements of the SIPA. Higher is better.

Model correctness measures how correct the model is. It is the ratio of the number of correctly identified requirements to the total number of requirements of the SIPA identified. Higher is better.

Model quality is the product of model coverage and model correctness. Higher is better.

Time to develop is the actual time spent by participants in hours to develop the SIPA. Lower is better.
**Difficulty of development** is the subjective rating by participants on how easy it is to develop the SIPA on a Likert scale of 1 (very easy) to 7 (very difficult). Lower is better.

**Effort to develop** is the product of time spent in hours and ease of development rating for each work session. Lower is better.

**Hypotheses**

We consider the following hypotheses.

**H**$_1$. Developers who follow Arnor produce better quality models than those who follow Xipho.

**H**$_2$. Developers who follow Arnor spend less time to develop a SIPA, than those who follow Xipho.

**H**$_3$. Developers who follow Arnor feel it is easier to develop a SIPA, than those who follow Xipho.

**H**$_4$. Developers who follow Arnor expend less effort to develop a SIPA, than those who follow Xipho.

**Threats and Mitigation**

We mitigated three main threats to our studies. Differences amongst participants’ programming and modeling skills are inevitable. To handle the skill differences between participants, we surveyed participants about their educational backgrounds and prior experiences with programming and conceptual modeling. We balanced the two groups based on the survey. To mitigate the risk of participants’ failing to report information, participants were instructed to complete a time and effort survey after each work session, while it was fresh in their minds. Communication between participants of different groups is yet another threat. To mitigate the risk of contamination, we created separate message boards for each participant group, and restricted participants to only posting clarification questions on the group message boards.

**2.4.2 Simulation Experiments**

We further investigate our research question via simulation experiments. We execute the ringer manager SIPAs implemented by third-party developers (as part of the aforementioned developer study) on a testbed fabricated to simulate different real-world environments.

**Ringer adaptation scenarios**

To test runtime adaptability, we test the applications for multiple iterations of incoming phone calls during a meeting.
**Norms fixed.** The meeting room participants are committed to keeping their phones silent.

**Change in norms.** The meeting room participants are initially committed to keeping their phones silent, but later the commitment expires.

**Change in context.** The meeting room participants are always committed to keeping their phones silent. Initially there are several participants in the meeting, but later all but two leave the meeting.

**Change in sanction.** The meeting room participants are always committed to keeping their phones silent. Initially they give negative feedbacks for loud ringing but later give more neutral feedbacks.

**Metrics**

To measure social experience, we compute the following social metrics in each of the above adaptation scenarios.

**Adaptability coverage** measures the completeness of code for adaptability requirements. It is the ratio of the number of adaptability requirements implemented correctly to the total number of adaptability requirements. Higher is better.

**Adaptability correctness** measures the correctness of the code for adaptability requirements. It is the ratio of the number of correctly implemented adaptability requirements to the total number of adaptability requirements implemented. Higher is better.

**Norm compliance** refers to the proportion of norm instances that are satisfied. Higher is better.

**Sanction proportion** measures the percentage of sanctions imposed. Lower is better.

**Hypotheses**

We consider these additional hypotheses:

**H5.** SIPAs developed using Arnor yields better adaptability than SIPAs developed using Xipho.

**H6.** SIPAs developed using Arnor provide a richer social experience than SIPAs developed using Xipho.

We use adaptability coverage and correctness to test hypothesis H5, and use norm compliance and sanction proportion measures to test hypothesis H6.

**2.5 Results**

We analyze deliverables produced by participants at the end of each phase, and compute the study parameters for each deliverable.
2.5.1 Developer Study

To test hypothesis H₁, we compare the models produced by Groups A and X. For hypothesis H₂, we compare the development time expended by Groups A and X during the two development phases. For hypothesis H₃, we compare the ease of development ratings reported by Groups A and X during the two development phases, and for hypothesis H₄, we compare their expended effort.

Model quality. We evaluated models produced by the participants for correctness and coverage, and computed a quality metric. We found no significant difference in model quality.

Time and effort to develop. We found that average time (13.27 hours) and effort (61.54) expended by the participants using Arnor to be lower than average time (17.72 hours) and effort (96.6) expended by the participants using Xipho. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the boxplots for time and effort expended by participants using Arnor and Xipho to develop the social ringer SIPA.

![Development Time](image)

**Figure 2.4** Arnor vs. Xipho’s development time in hours as reported in the work session surveys.

Difficulty of development. The participants using Arnor found it easier to develop SIPAs with Arnor, compared to participants using Xipho. Figure 2.6 shows the difficulty of development boxplots.

![Development Effort](image)

**Figure 2.5** Arnor vs. Xipho’s development effort as reported in the work session surveys.
2.5.2 Simulation Experiments

To evaluate $H_5$ and $H_6$, we analyzed the SIPA’s implementation code and executed the SIPAs in diverse scenarios. We compare the execution results of Arnor and Xipho groups.

**Adaptability features.** We found average adaptability coverage (80%) to be the same for SIPAs developed by the Arnor and Xipho groups. This result could be attributed to the limited time we gave the participants to develop the SIPA. Average adaptability correctness was found to be higher for Arnor (100%) compared to the Xipho (95%). This gain could be attributed to the systematic steps provided by Arnor to engineer SIPAs.

**Norm compliance.** Figure 2.7 shows line plots for norm compliance in the four ringer adaptation scenarios. Though the average norm compliance values for SIPAs developed using Arnor and Xipho are mostly similar, Arnor performs slightly better in the fixed norms scenario.

**Sanction proportion.** Figure 2.8 shows the plots for sanction proportion in the four adaptation scenarios. For the first three scenarios (norms fixed, norms change, and context change), the SIPAs developed using Arnor have a lower sanction proportion. For the sanction change

---

*Figure 2.6* Arnor vs. Xipho’s difficulty of development on a Likert scale of 1 (very easy) to 7 (very difficult).
adaptation scenario, the SIPAs developed using Arnor take slightly longer to adapt, and only have a slightly higher sanction proportion than the SIPAs developed using Xipho.

2.5.3 Threats to Validity

In the developer study, we mitigated the threats of skills difference, participants’ failure to report information, and the risk of contamination. However, some threats remain.

First, our results are based only on the development of a single SIPA (ringer). For conclusive
results on the effectiveness of Arnor, future studies may require participants to develop more than one kind of SIPA.

Second, the SIPAs developed by the study participants mostly reflect the participants’ (developers) privacy attitudes and information sharing preferences. To generalize our results, it is required to collect real data on SIPA users’ privacy attitudes and information sharing preferences.

Third, in simulation experiments, we tested runtime adaptability of SIPAs under diverse,
but a limited set of scenarios. The scenarios we incorporated may not represent all real world scenarios in which a ringer SIPA would be employed.

Collecting real data about users’ attitudes, preferences, and contexts is essential, though nontrivial, to mitigate the second and third threat. Crowdsourcing is a promising avenue for future studies to collect such data at a large scale.

2.6 Related Works

Ali et al. [2013] propose an AOSE-based contextual requirements engineering framework, with a focus on consistency and conflict analysis. Arnor goes beyond conflict analysis, and promotes goals, plans, and norms that promote greater social experience. Rahwan et al. [2006] propose a framework to integrate goal models and social models. Arnor models subsume social models, and provide richer abstractions to capture agents’ interactions and affects on experience.

Sugawara [2011] attempt to resolve conflicts through reinforcement learning. Mashayekhi et al. [2016] propose a hybrid mechanism to monitor interactions and recommend norms to resolve conflicts. Mihaylov et al. [2014] study convergence and propose a decentralized approach based on strategies in game theory. Villatoro et al. [2013] introduce social instruments to facilitate norm emergence via social learning. Yu et al. [2013] study norm emergence through collective learning from local interactions, and find that collective learning is superior to pairwise learning. Arnor provides constructs to engineer socially adaptable SIPAs that can make use of these approaches for norm emergence.

Hao et al. [2016] propose a lightweight formal method to design normative systems, which uses Alloy modeling language and analyzer to synthesize and refine norms. Van Riemsdijk et al. [2015a] propose a semantic norm compliance framework for socially adaptive agents. They use LTL to express norms. Agents in van Riemsdijk et al.’s framework identify and adopt new norms, and determine execution mechanisms to comply to these norms. Aldewereld et al. [2016] present a formalism for group norms, and provide mechanisms to reason about these norms. Ajmeri et al. [2016] propose Coco, a formalism to express and reason about conflicting commitment instances at runtime, and dominance among them. Coco employs Answer Set Programming to compute the nondominated commitment instances and determines compliance of actions with nondominated commitment instances. These formalisms could use Arnor’s social constructs to assist SIPAs in compliance, adoption of new norm, and resolution of conflicts amongst norms at runtime.
2.7 Conclusion and Future Directions

We advance the science of privacy by tackling nuanced notions of privacy, including intrusion, disapprobation, and information leakage, in personal agents. We treat respecting stakeholders’ privacy as an inherent aspect of delivering a social experience. We envision socially intelligent personal agents that (1) adapt to the social contexts of their stakeholders; and (2) act and interact in their best interest (not just the primary stakeholder).

We develop Arnor, a method that provides social constructs to engineer privacy-aware social agents. We demonstrate the method via a ringer manager SIPA. We evaluate Arnor using a developer study and simulation experiments. Compared to Xipho, we find that Arnor (1) facilitates faster development of SIPAs; and (2) yields SIPAs of higher quality, higher adaptability correctness, lower sanction proportion, and similar adaptability coverage and norm compliance. These observations suggest that Arnor promotes SIPAs to deliver a rich social experience.

Future Directions

Ferreira et al. [2013] propose a computational model for emotional agents that considers norms, social relations, roles and socially acceptable behaviors in a given context. Sollenberger and Singh [2011] introduce Kokomo to develop affective applications, and provide a middleware for building such applications. Incorporating an affective [Sollenberger and Singh, 2011] and emotional basis of norms in social agents is an interesting future direction. Modeling affect could assist SIPAs learn contextually relevant norms. A middleware implementation of Arnor could facilitate development.

Fogués et al. [2017] study how context, users’ preferences, and arguments influence a sharing decision in a multiuser privacy scenario. They collect data about appropriate sharing policies for a variety of multiuser scenarios from human participants in a large scale study. We conjecture that such data can be used to seed SIPAs with an initial set of norms, which the SIPAs can evolve once put to use.
CHAPTER

3

ENHANCING SOCIAL EXPERIENCE IN NORMATIVE AGENTS VIA CONTEXT SHARING

This chapter describes Poros, our framework to enable SIPAs to share and reason about contexts, and its empirical evaluation via social simulation experiments.

3.1 Introduction

Social norms provide a robust means to regulate interactions in a human society. Our everyday actions tend to comply with one or more social norms. For example, not answering a phone call during a meeting and not talking loudly in a public library are typically expected behaviors that accord with social norms. However, under certain circumstances, we deviate from the expected behavior and act not in accordance with the social norms of the society. For instance, stepping out of a meeting to answer a phone call may deviate from a norm. The ability to deviate from norms is important—it is what makes us autonomous. We may sanction each other based on how we are interacting. In particular, negative sanctions in response to deviations are a means for establishing norms. Such sanctions serve as the key basis for having a norm in the first place. For example, when a meeting attendee’s phone rings loudly, scowl on other attendees’ faces is
a hint toward a norm of keeping one’s phone on silent during meetings.

When we deviate from a norm, we may offer an explanation, typically describing the circumstance or context in which we deviated. First, revealing context may soften the burden of a deviation and help us avert negative sanctions. Suppose Alice reveals to meeting attendees that a call she received was from a sick family member. Here, the meeting attendees may not negatively sanction Alice. A deviation from a norm may also result in a positive sanction. For instance, a physician who reveals a patient’s private data to save the patient’s life would receive a positive sanction for violating a privacy norm. Whether a deviation leads to a positive or negative sanction largely depends on how others perceive the context of the deviation.

Second, context may help refine the underlying norms from which we might be deviating. For example, Alice’s revelation may help refine the norm from not answering a phone call during a meeting to not answering a phone call during a meeting, unless the call is urgent. In essence, the contexts associated with deviations and any ensuing sanctions help characterize the boundaries of the norms in play.

We seek to engineer an artificial agent society in which personal agents [Murukannaiah and Singh, 2014] act and interact on behalf of human users. We imagine that personal agents intend to respect social norms. Tambe et al. [2008] note from their experience of deploying personal agents that complying with social norms is critical in providing a rich experience to users. In their vision of socially adaptive agents, Van Riemsdijk et al. [2015b] argue for the need of personal agents to learn norms from experience and reason about norms at runtime. We adapt Ajmeri et al.’s [2017b] term, socially intelligent personal agents (SIPAs), for agents who act in accordance with social norms.

A SIPA is autonomous and may deviate from norms. A distinguishing feature of SIPAs is that when a SIPA deviates from a norm, it shares the then context with (one or more) other SIPAs. We conjecture that sharing context promotes SIPAs to deliver a rich social experience. In this regard, we consider two research questions:

**RQ 1.** Does a SIPA’s ability to reason about shared context help the SIPA in learning contextually relevant social norms?

**RQ 2.** Does a SIPA’s ability to learn contextually relevant social norms help the SIPA in delivering a rich social experience to its users?

**Contribution.**

To answer the research questions above, we conceptualize Poros, a framework wherein SIPAs learn social norms via sharing context. Poros includes a conceptual model and mechanisms through which SIPAs interact and learn norms. We evaluate Poros via a social simulation inspired by real scenarios. Our results show that SIPAs in Poros that share context more
accurately learn relevant social norms and provide a better social experience than SIPAs that learn norms solely via sanctions.

Organization.

Section 3.2 reviews related works. Section 3.3 describes Poros. Section 3.4 details our social simulation. Section 3.5 describes the simulation experiments and results. Section 3.6 concludes with a discussion and future directions.

3.2 Related Work

Researchers have endeavored to design normative systems, and have addressed the problems of conflict, compliance, and emergence of norms. Other related works include the research on contexts and context sharing.

3.2.1 Normative Systems

Singh [2013] proposes a computational representation of norms to engineer governance in sociotechnical systems (STSs). We adopt this framework, in which norms are classified as five types: commitment, authorization, prohibition, sanction and power. A norm is directed from a subject (stakeholder) to an object (stakeholder), and is constructed as a conditional relationship involving an antecedent (which brings the norm in force) and a consequent (which brings the norm to satisfaction or violation). Chopra and Singh [2016] introduce Interaction-Oriented Software Engineering (IOSE) as a paradigm expressly suited to capturing the social basis of STSs via norms, in order to compensate the lack of support of social processes in existing approaches. Hao et al. [2016] propose a formal method to design normative systems. Chapter 2 introduce Arnor, an agent-oriented software engineering method to model social intelligence in personal agents. They suggest that personal agents which can understand and learn from the intricacies of social norms, deviations and associated arguments provide a rich social experience to their users. These works provide worthy insights from a SIPA modeling standpoint. Poros is novel in the way it helps SIPAs learn social norms by sharing and reasoning about deviation contexts.

3.2.1.1 Norm Conflicts and Compliance

In normative systems, agents are autonomous. They “can decide whether to follow the explicitly represented norms, and the normative systems specify how and in which extent the agents can modify the norms [Boella et al., 2006].” Agents may face the conflicts of multiple applicable norms, or conflicts between norms and their own goals. López et al. [2006] proposes a formal
framework that describes how agents reason about norms in a normative system. They discuss the reason that agents comply with norms and how they work to satisfy their own goals. Van Riemsdijk et al. [2015a] develop a norm compliance framework to design socially adaptive agents. Aldewereld et al. [2016] present a formalism and mechanism to comply with group norms. Sugawara [2011] uses reinforcement learning to resolve norm conflicts. They give insights into how agents make decisions in our framework.

### 3.2.1.2 Norm Emergence and Evolution

Norms are dynamic and may emerge and evolve in the interactions of agents [Savarimuthu et al., 2009]. Boella et al. [2009a] propose a normative framework to evaluate and classify normative system change. We take these insights into consideration during our simulation. We observe the evolution of norms and reason about the different changes of norms in variant scenarios. Mashayekhi et al. [2016] propose Silk, a hybrid mechanism for norm emergence and conflict resolution in sociotechnical systems. Villatoro et al. [2013] present social instruments as a way to assist norm emergence. Yu et al. [2013] suggest using collective learning compared to pairwise learning for norm emergence. Poros differs from these works in supporting sharing and reasoning about contextual information to facilitate learning of contextually relevant norms.

### 3.2.1.3 Deviation and Sanctions

As aforementioned, an agent in a normative system can decide whether to comply with or deviate from a norm. The notion of sanction, which can either be negative or positive, is associated with the reaction of other agents to this decision. Nardin et al. [2016] develop a sanction typology and introduce a conceptual sanctioning process model to promote governance in STSs. Previous works adopt sanctions as a way to promote norm compliance. Recent works explore combining norm communication with sanctions to promote cooperation [Andrighetto et al., 2013]. Van Riemsdijk et al. [2015b] emphasize the understanding of norm violation as an important challenge for designing socially adaptive agents. To understand a deviation, it is necessary to understand the context in which a deviation occurs, a problem that Poros addresses.

### 3.2.2 Context and Context Sharing

Ali et al. [2013] emphasize on context in software engineering and analyze the detection of inconsistency and conflicts in contextual goal models. Software systems have contextual requirements and their actions to reach them can in turn change the context. In Xipho, Murukannaiah and Singh [2014] state the importance of context in designing personal agents. Chapter 2 extends Xipho with social norms. Personal agents are subject to different norms in different context,
so they have to be context-aware to be able to reason about norms. Poros examines the effect of context sharing among agents after norm deviations. However, context sharing could raise privacy or security concerns, such as those in location-based services. We focus on the improved social experience of context sharing.

3.3 The Poros Framework

Poros comprises of a conceptual model and mechanisms via which SIPAs interact.

3.3.1 Conceptual Model

Figure 3.1 shows a conceptual model of a society Poros aims to engineer. The society consists of stakeholders, a social structure, and SIPAs acting on behalf of stakeholders.

![Figure 3.1 A conceptual model of the Poros society.](image)

**The stakeholders** are users. Each stakeholder has goals and plans.
- A *goal* is a set of desirable states. A goal is associated with one or more stakeholder; each stakeholder may have multiple goals.
- A *plan* is a set of actions that can bring about a goal. A plan is associated with a user and potentially helps bring about one or more goals of that user.

**The social architecture** of a society consists of its norms and the sanctions that ensure compliance and noncompliance of norms.
- A *norm* is a tuple of \{subject, object, antecedent, consequent\} [Singh, 2013]. Norms characterize the social architecture that promotes prosocial behavior.
A sanction is a set of actions a stakeholder may take for deviation of a norm by another stakeholder. Depending on how agents perceive deviation, it results in sanctions that are positive or negative [Nardin et al., 2016].

A SIPA acts and interacts on behalf of a stakeholder and is aware of the social architecture of the society.

- An action is a step a SIPA takes to execute its stakeholder’s plan, thereby bringing about the corresponding goal. An action may satisfy or violate a norm. SIPAs in the society can observe each other’s actions.

- A context is the circumstance under which a SIPA takes an action [Dey, 2001]. Thus, a context may characterize the circumstance in which a norm is satisfied or violated. A SIPA may share the context in which it takes an action with other SIPAs.

Experience captures which or how many goals of its stakeholders a SIPA helps to bring about. Social experience captures which goals that relate to norms are promoted by a SIPA. It also relates to how a SIPA’s stakeholders perceive a norm satisfaction or violation, and the sanctions they apply. Our objective is to promote each SIPA’s actions that maximize the social experience.

3.3.2 Interaction and Learning

Algorithm 1 shows how SIPAs interact and learn in Poros. Further, each SIPA, to bring about its goals, identifies plans and an associated set of actions for each goal. If multiple plans can achieve a goal, the SIPA selects the plan that yields the larger social experience (based on its history), or the first viable plan. The actions a SIPA performs as part of a plan are observed by all other SIPAs. As SIPAs execute plans, they share the associated context with other SIPAs.

When other SIPAs observe a SIPA’s actions and receive its shared context, they sanction it. Each SIPA stores the goals, plans, associated context, and sanctions received in its history to facilitate future decision making.

3.3.3 Example SIPA: Ringer

We demonstrate Poros using an example SIPA called RINGER, whose conceptual model Figure 2.1 shows [Murukannaiah and Singh, 2014]. The callee, a stakeholder of RINGER, has the goals of being reachable by phone, to work uninterrupted, to not disturb neighbors and to preserve privacy. The caller, another stakeholder, has the goal to reach the callee. The neighbor, also a stakeholder, has a goal to not be disturbed. To provide a rich social experience to its stakeholders, the SIPA should be aware of its context, stakeholders’ goals, associated plans, and the applicable norms.

Following Algorithm 1, the RINGER starts interacting with other agents, considering a fixed
Algorithm 1: Interaction and learning in Poros.

Input: \( N \): norms
Input: \( g \): goal
Input: \( P \): plans
Input: \( c \): context

1. \( p_{\text{exec}} = \emptyset \);
2. \( e_{\text{max}} = 0 \);
3. foreach \( p_i \in P \) where \( p_i \) satisfies \( g \) under \( c \) do
   4. \( h = \text{hasHistory}(G, p, c) \);
   5. if \( h \) then
      6. \( \text{exp}_i = \text{predictExperience}(p_i, c, h) \);
      7. if \( \text{exp}_i > e_{\text{max}} \) then
         8. \( e_{\text{max}} = \text{exp}_i \);
         9. \( p_{\text{exec}} = p_i \);
      end
   else
      10. \( p_{\text{exec}} = p_i \);
   end
14 end
15 Perform plan \( p_{\text{exec}} \);
16 Share context \( \{p_{\text{exec}}, c\} \);
17 Receive sanctions \( \{s\} \);
18 Add history \( \{g, p_{\text{exec}}, c, s\} \);

A set of norms, such as never answer a call during a meeting or always answer an urgent call from a family member. As it acts and interacts with its users, it learns contextually relevant norms and appropriate actions.

Algorithm 2 describes decision making for an incoming phone call for a Ringer that has history. Here the context includes the caller-callee relationship, call urgency (casual or urgent), the place where the callee is, and the neighbor-callee relationship. Possible plans include answering or ignoring the incoming phone call. To make a choice, the Ringer predicts the experience for the two plans from its history and chooses the action that provides the higher social experience. Note that, to predict experience for each action, SIPA could employ any machine learning technique, such as linear regression, on the accumulated history. But machine learning is not the core focus here.

As the callee’s Ringer chooses an action, it follows Algorithm 3 to share the context with all neighbors and the caller. A SIPA identifies the norms that are satisfied or violated, and provides contextual arguments in favor of and against why it chose its action given norm satisfaction and violation. Ideally, Ringer should selectively reveal contexts to other stakeholders according to
Algorithm 2: a ← selectAction($r_c$, $u$, $l$, $r_n$, $h$).

Input: $r_c$: caller-callee relationship
Input: $u$: call urgency
Input: $l$: place
Input: $r_n$: neighbor-callee relationship
Input: $h$: History
Output: $a$: action

1. $exp_{answer} = \text{predictExperience}(h, \text{Answer}, r_c, l, r_n);$
2. $exp_{ignore} = \text{predictExperience}(h, \text{Ignore}, r_c, l, r_n);$
3. if $exp_{answer} > exp_{ignore}$ then
   4. $a = \text{Answer}$
   5. else
   6. $a = \text{Ignore}$
7. end

its goals and its human user’s privacy attitude. However, for simplicity, we have RINGER share context with all stakeholders. The sharing of contexts can lead to additional benefits such as increase in trust between users. We do not model those in the current work.

When a RINGER instance receives the context shared by another RINGER instance, the receiver reasons about context as detailed in Algorithm 4. Consider the caller’s RINGER, for example. When callee’s RINGER shares the context with the caller’s RINGER, the latter predicts an action according to its history of incoming calls. If the caller’s predicted action based on its history matches the callee’s observed action, the caller positively sanctions the callee; otherwise the caller perceives the callee as a deviant, and negatively sanctions it. The neighbor’s RINGER sanctions the callee similarly.

3.4 Simulation Model

We evaluate Poros via a simulation model. We use MASON [Luke et al., 2005] to build a simulation environment, henceforth the ringer environment, inspired from real-life settings where the RINGER can interact.

3.4.1 The Ringer Environment

The ringer environment contains shared places, as Figure 3.2 shows. Each place is a location such as home, party, meeting, library, and emergency room understood in conceptual terms [Murukannaiah and Singh, 2012]. Corresponding to each place, we define social circles such as family, friends, and colleagues. Each agent belongs to one or more of these circles. The agents
Algorithm 3: \( c \leftarrow \text{shareContext}(N, a, r_c, u, l, r_n) \).

**Input:** 
- \( N \): norms 
- \( a \): action 
- \( r_c \): caller-callee relationship 
- \( u \): call urgency 
- \( l \): place 
- \( r_n \): neighbor-callee relationship 

**Output:** \( c \): context arguments

1. foreach \( n_i \in N \) do
2.     if \( \text{isSatisfied}(n_i, a) \) then
3.         Add ContextArgInFav \( \leftarrow (n_i, a, r_c, l, r_n) \);
4.     end
5.     if \( \text{isViolated}(n_i, a) \) then
6.         Add ContextArgInOpp \( \leftarrow (n_i, a, r_c, l, r_n) \);
7.     end
8. end
9. if ContextArgInFav \( \neq \emptyset \lor \) ContextArgInOpp \( \neq \emptyset \) then
10. \( c = \{\text{ContextArgInFav}, \text{ContextArgInOpp}\} \);
11. end

keep moving from place to place. Network topology is random but each agent is part of three circles: friend, family and colleague.

![Diagram showing places and social circles](image)

**Figure 3.2** Places and social circles in the ringer environment.

**Actions.**

The agents in the ringer environment perform the following actions depending upon their roles:

- A caller initiates an urgent or a casual phone call.
- A callee answers or ignores a phone call.
Algorithm 4: $s \leftarrow$ reasonAboutContext($a, r_c, u, l, r_n, h$).

Input: $a$: action
Input: $r_c$: caller-callee relationship
Input: $u$: call urgency
Input: $l$: place
Input: $r_n$: neighbor-callee relationship
Input: $h$: History
Output: $s$: sanction
1 $a_e = \text{selectAction}(r_c, u, l, r_n, h)$;
2 if $a = a_e$ then
3 $s = s_p$: positive sanction;
4 else
5 $s = s_n$: negative sanction;
6 end

• A caller and neighbors respectively sanction a callee for answering or ignoring phone calls.
• A callee shares context for answering or ignoring phone calls.
• A caller and a neighbor reason about context.

Norms.

Each place and each circle has predefined norms, as defined in Table 3.1.

Payoffs.

For each phone call, based on the callee’s action of answering or not answering, the caller, callee, and neighbors perceive a fixed payoff as shown in Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.

3.4.2 Agent Types

Fixed agents act according to the fixed set of norms listed in Table 3.1. If the norms conflict, the agents toss a fair coin to choose between alternative actions. If Fixed agents perceive an action as deviation, they sanction the deviant.

Sanctioning agents learn social norms from sanctions [Andrighetto et al., 2013]. In the ringer environment, these agents start as Fixed agents. They continue to record the call history, and associated sanctions. Once they have gained confidence about their history of sanctions, they base their actions on the learning based on history. That is, as callees, when norms conflict, they select the action that provides a higher payoff, computed according to Tables 3.2–3.4. As callers and neighbors, these agents sanction callees as per fixed norms listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Norms for answering calls based on the place and the caller’s social circle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home (H)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party (P)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting (M)</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library (L)</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency (ER)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circle</th>
<th>Call Type</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Casual</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coworker</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stranger</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 Payoff for the callee.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caller’s Relation</th>
<th>Callee’s Response</th>
<th>Call Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Casual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family, Friend, or</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coworker</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stranger</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 Payoff for the caller.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Callee’s Response</th>
<th>Call Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Casual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
<td>−0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Poros agents* learn social norms by sharing and reasoning about context. In the ringer environment, Poros agents start as Fixed agents following fixed norms listed in Table 3.1. As callees, they share context, i.e., reveal the caller’s relationship and the call’s urgency, to their neighbors, and reveal their place and their neighbors’ relationships to the caller. As neighbors or callers, they first understand a callee’s context and decide what action they would have
Table 3.4 Payoff for the neighbors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Callee’s Response</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

performed were they in the same situation, and sanction accordingly. Poros agents use payoffs as listed in Table 3.5.

In the simulation, we employ a linear regression model over history to predict sanctions by stakeholders, and thus social experience.

Table 3.5 Payoff for the neighbors based on reasoning about the shared context by the callee.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Callee’s Response</th>
<th>Neighbor’s Expectation</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Experiments and Results

We evaluate our research questions via three experiments in which we simulate the agents described in Section 3.4.2 on the ringer environment. We run each simulation for 3,000 steps and compute the following metrics.

**Happiness** measures the proportion of agents that perceive actions as norm compliant or respecting privacy.

**Experience-payoff** measures the social experience delivered by an agent. It is computed by aggregating payoffs for all stakeholders according to the payoff Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5.

To answer *RQ 1*, we consider the following hypotheses:

**H1<sub>alt</sub>** Poros agents yield *happiness* greater than that yielded by Fixed agents.

**H1<sub>null</sub>** Poros agents yield no significant gain in *happiness* over Fixed agents.
H2$_{alt}$ Poros agents yield *happiness* greater than that yielded by Sanctioning agents.
H2$_{null}$ Poros agents yield no significant gain in *happiness* over Sanctioning agents.

To answer *RQ 2*, we consider the following hypotheses:

H3$_{alt}$ Poros agents yield *social experience* greater than that yielded by Fixed agents.
H3$_{null}$ Poros agents yield no significant gain in *social experience* over Fixed agents.
H4$_{alt}$ Poros agents yield *social experience* greater than that yielded by Sanctioning agents.
H4$_{null}$ Poros agents yield no significant gain in *social experience* over Sanctioning agents.

To test the significance of the hypotheses, we apply the common two-tailed paired *t*-test.

### 3.5.1 Pragmatic Agents and Varying Network Size

We simulate agents described in Section 3.4.2 on four types of network, specifically, large and small networks with dense or sparse connectivity as Table 3.6 describes. The agents in this experiment are pragmatic, and try to achieve a high average experience-payoff for all callees, callers, and neighbors. We now describe our results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Type</th>
<th>Agents</th>
<th>Circles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large-Dense</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large-Sparse</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-Dense</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-Sparse</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fixed agents.** behave according to the fixed norms, their behaviors do not change over time. As expected, we observe no significant change in social experience throughout the simulation. The average social experience was found to be between 0.53 and 0.56, and the happiness to be about 52% for the four network types.

**Sanctioning agents.** Sanctioning agents first learn and then act as they have learned. As expected, at around step 1,000 we see a rise in social experience offered by Sanctioning compared to Fixed agents. The rise is gradual as the agents start to learn. For the first 200 steps, the average social experience is the same as Fixed agents. It later stabilizes between 1.11 and 1.21 for all four networks. The happiness values were between 61.2 and 63.7%.
**Poros agents.** Poros agents first learn, and then act according to the learning. At around step 1,000, as agents acquire confidence, we see a significant increase in social experience offered by Poros agents. It stabilizes between 2.14 and 2.19 for the different networks. Happiness was found be significantly higher between 82.0 and 83.2%. For the first 200 steps, Poros agents yield the same average social experience as Fixed and Sanctioning agents.

Happiness and experience payoffs offered by Poros agents are significantly greater than those offered by Fixed and Sanctioning agents; thus the four null hypotheses: \( H_{1\text{null}} \), \( H_{2\text{null}} \), \( H_{3\text{null}} \), and \( H_{4\text{null}} \), are rejected. Figure 3.3 show the experience payoff plots indicating the results are consistent across the four network types. Table 3.7 summarizes the findings of the experiment with pragmatic agents.

### 3.5.2 Experiment with Considerate Agents

We experiment with considerate agents who consider payoffs only for their neighbors when deciding the actions to perform when norms conflict. These agents continue to sanction based on their history.

**Results.**

Figure 3.4 shows the experience payoffs for considerate Sanctioning and Poros agents in a Small-Dense network. The average experience payoff drops for Sanctioning and Poros agents after they have gained enough confidence. We attribute this decline to the fact that these agents value the neighbors’ experience payoff more than their own, and thus start to ignore calls that they should have answered. Poros agents offer higher experience payoff than Sanctioning agents because the stakeholders give smaller negative sanctions when they reason about context. The results for the other three network types are similar.

### 3.5.3 Experiment with Selfish Agents

Selfish agents consider only their payoffs when performing actions. Selfish agents may not always sanction others. They sanction a deviant based on their history.

**Results.**

Figure 3.4 shows the experience payoff plot for selfish Fixed and Poros agents in a Small-Dense network. The plots are similar to those in the experiment with pragmatic agents, but with slightly lower stabilized values. Here, agents tend to answer all calls, which benefits both caller and callee most of the time. We observe similar results for the other three networks.
Figure 3.3 Experience payoff per phone call for a window size of 200 steps on different network sizes and densities.

3.6 Conclusion and Future Directions

Poros is a framework in which SIPAs learn contextually relevant social norms by offering and reasoning shared contexts. Via a series of simulation experiments, we find that Poros agents accurately learn contextually norms compared to agents relying on fixed norms or learning norms via sanctions. In the experiments, we also compute social metrics and find that Poros agents deliver significantly higher (1) happiness, thereby are privacy respecting; and (2) expe-
Table 3.7 Empirical results on the effectiveness of Poros agents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Type</th>
<th>Experience #</th>
<th>Happiness ##</th>
<th>p ###</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>52.7%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanctioning</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>63.5%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poros</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>83.2%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Large-Sparse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Type</th>
<th>Experience #</th>
<th>Happiness ##</th>
<th>p ###</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>52.5%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanctioning</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>63.5%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poros</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>83.2%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Small-Dense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Type</th>
<th>Experience #</th>
<th>Happiness ##</th>
<th>p ###</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>52.1%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanctioning</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>61.2%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poros</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>82.0%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Small-Sparse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Type</th>
<th>Experience #</th>
<th>Happiness ##</th>
<th>p ###</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>52.5%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanctioning</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>63.7%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poros</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>82.1%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Stabilized value of social experience;  
## Stabilized value of happiness;  
### Two-tailed paired t-test

experience payoff than other agents. These findings are stable under changes to network size and characteristics of agents.

Incorporating affect in relation to norms [Ferreira et al., 2013] is an interesting future direction. Another direction is to crowdsourc data about real users’ information sharing preferences and attitudes, and build machine learning techniques in a SIPA for recommending policies to its users.
Figure 3.4 Experience payoffs (averaged over a window size of 200 steps) yielded by considerate and selfish agents in a Small-Dense network.
This chapter presents preliminaries for Valar and Gimli, our envisioned frameworks that would help SIPAs to reason about values.

4.1 Introduction

Smart devices including phones and wearables are now essential parts of our everyday activities. Social applications such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google Maps running on these devices help people to be aware of each other in real-time, to stay in touch with them. While there are benefits of using these applications, some issues exist. For instance, consider a location sharing application installed on a child’s device via which parents on their device could track the child’s location ensuring his or her safety. However, this obvious benefit could pose a serious security threat if a parent’s device is lost or stolen. We envision SIPAs that are aware of, and have ability to reason about values to act in ways that promotes social experience in such cases.

Values

Oxford Dictionary defines value (v. with object) as considering (someone or something) to be important or beneficial. Rokeach based his survey proposed two sets of values—terminal values
and *instrumental* values [Rokeach, 1973]. Terminal values refer to defined-end states of existence, and instrumental values refer to modes of behavior or means to achieve the terminal values. We recognize an ability to understand terminal values such as security, freedom, happiness, and recognition, an important aspect in SIPAs to deliver a social experience. Dechesne et al. [2013] define values as ideals worth pursuing and suggest that these ideals could conflict as they may not be preferred equally by each individual (or each SIPA stakeholder, in our work).

**Values and Norms**

Few works have tried to relate values with norms. Da Silva Figueiredo and Da Silva [2013] propose an algorithm to identify conflicts between norms based on values. A conflict could occur when (1) a consequent action of a commitment norm demotes a value, or (2) a consequent action of a prohibition norm promotes a value important to a SIPA stakeholder. Dechesne et al. [2013] develop a model of norms and culture, represented by values, to study compliance of norms. They concur that values play an important role in deciding whether or not a norm should be introduced. Kayal et al. [2014] present a model of norms, context, and values with value as the central element. Such a model could be employed to govern a SIPA by identifying value preferences of SIPA’s stakeholders.

**4.2 SIPA and Values**

In this section we present an example SIPA.

**Naviterier: An Example SIPA**

Consider Naviterier, a crowdsourced navigation app as a SIPA that assists visually impaired in orienting themselves in cities. Naviterier relies on its users to contribute routes including availability of sidewalks, crossings, and other details that could be useful to blind people.

Naviterier has two main components—NaviSocial and NaviAssist.

**NaviSocial.** Using NaviSocial, Naviterier users can 1) share their favorite routes, shortcuts, or secret routes with public or with friends privately, 2) rate routes as safe or not, 3) rate routes as adventurous or not, 4) mark potholes and other useful details, and 5) request route recommendations.

**NaviAssist.** Through NaviAssist, Naviterier users maintain a trust-circle which includes people whom the user trusts and the app should contact in case of an emergency. If a Naviterier user is disoriented, NaviAssist contacts people in disoriented user’s trust-circle to assist the user, and shares user’s context (including the place where the user is, the activity he or she is involved in, and the people he or she is with) with the people in his or her trust-circle.
Naviterier users can either choose to share their contexts at all times with their trust-circles, or only when they are disoriented. Further, users can either choose to share abstract context (e.g., place and relationship with neighbor), or detailed context (e.g., exact geolocation and details of the neighbors).

**Example 5** Pedro is a visually impaired masseur. His work consist of frequent traveling around the city to visit his clients (some of which are regular, some of which are new). Pedro already knows how to navigate some parts of the city on his own. However, he has many clients, some new, and he often needs to use a special navigation system to help him move around unfamiliar areas of the city.

Recently, Pedro acquired Naviterier and is excited to use it. He adds his friends Antonio and Bruno (who are not blind) in his trust-circles. Pedro now expects to be more independent, be able to travel more freely and get more work done.

We note the following norms in this example.

- As a Naviterier user, Pedro is committed to share routes and other information about the shared routes that could be useful to other users.
  \[ C_{\text{sharePublic}}: C(\text{Pedro, Naviterier, } \top, \text{shareRouteInfo}) \]

- Pedro is further committed to share his context with Antonio and Bruno, his friends in his trust-circle, if he is disoriented.
  \[ C_{\text{sharelocPA}}: C(\text{Pedro, Antonio, disoriented, shareContext} \land \text{requestAssistance}) \]
  \[ C_{\text{sharelocPB}}: C(\text{Pedro, Bruno, disoriented, shareContext} \land \text{requestAssistance}) \]

- Antonio and Bruno, as friends in Pedro’s trust-circle, are committed to Pedro to assist Pedro when he is disoriented and reaches out for assistance.
  \[ C_{\text{assistanceAP}}: C(\text{Antonio, Pedro, sat}(C_{\text{sharelocPA}}), \text{assist}) \]
  \[ C_{\text{assistanceBP}}: C(\text{Bruno, Pedro, sat}(C_{\text{sharelocPB}}), \text{assist}) \]

**Values and dominance.**

Consider a scenario where Pedro is disoriented and requests assistance. Naviterier contacts Antonio and Bruno with Pedro’s context. In this case, instances of both \( C_{\text{assistanceAP}} \) and \( C_{\text{assistanceBP}} \) are detached.

- \( \text{sat}(C_{\text{assistanceAP}}) \lor \text{sat}(C_{\text{assistanceBP}}) \uparrow \text{safety} \)
- \( \text{sat}(C_{\text{assistanceAP}}) \land \text{sat}(C_{\text{assistanceBP}}) \downarrow \text{resource} \)

Here, it is not necessary for both Antonio and Bruno to reach Pedro. Whosoever is available and is near Pedro could assist him. If Antonio is nearer and could reach Pedro faster,
\(C_{\text{assistanceAP}}\) dominates \(C_{\text{assistanceBP}}\) as it promotes safety and better utilization of available resources.

**Example 6** Rodrigo, Pedro’s roommate, is also visually impaired. Pedro introduced Rodrigo to Naviterier and now Rodrigo uses it on a day-to-day basis. Rodrigo has his elder brother, Carlos, in his trust-circle of Naviterier.

- Rodrigo shares his context with Carlos at all times and requests help only when disoriented.
  \(C_{\text{sharelocRC}}\): \(C(\text{Rodrigo}, \text{Carlos}, \top, \text{shareContext})\)
  \(C_{\text{reqAssistRC}}\): \(C(\text{Rodrigo}, \text{Carlos}, \text{disoriented}, \text{shareContext} \land \text{requestAssistance})\)
- Carlos is committed to Rodrigo to assisting Rodrigo when he is disoriented.
  \(C_{\text{assistanceCR}}\): \(C(\text{Carlos}, \text{Rodrigo}, \text{sat}(C_{\text{reqAssistRC}}), \text{assist})\)
- Pedro and Rodrigo mutually commit to each other on sharing secret routes.
  \(C_{\text{sharePrivatePR}}\): \(C(\text{Pedro}, \text{Rodrigo}, \top, \text{shareSecretRoutes})\)
  \(C_{\text{sharePrivateRP}}\): \(C(\text{Rodrigo}, \text{Pedro}, \top, \text{shareSecretRoutes})\)
- Also, Pedro and Rodrigo are committed to each other to not reveal shared secrets to other people.
  \(C_{\text{notdisclosePrivatePR}}\): \(C(\text{Pedro}, \text{Rodrigo}, \text{sat}(C_{\text{sharePrivateRP}}), \neg \text{discloseSharedRoutes})\)
  \(C_{\text{notdisclosePrivateRP}}\): \(C(\text{Rodrigo}, \text{Pedro}, \text{sat}(C_{\text{sharePrivatePR}}), \neg \text{discloseSharedRoutes})\)

**Values and dominance**

Consider a scenario where Pedro and Rodrigo go out together to explore the city. While Pedro’s Naviterier shares his context with Antonio and Bruno only in emergency, Rodrigo’s Naviterier shares his context with Carlos at all times. If Carlos has a knowledge that Pedro and Rodrigo always hangout together, following values are promoted and demoted.

- \(\text{sat}(C_{\text{shareLocRC}}) \uparrow \text{safety} \land \text{prefRodrigo}\)
- \(\text{sat}(C_{\text{shareLocRC}}) \downarrow \text{privacyPedro}\)
- \(\text{vio}(C_{\text{shareLocRC}}) \downarrow \text{prefRodrigo}\)

If Rodrigo’s Naviterier shares with Carlos only an abstract context, it could respect Pedro’s privacy, and yet promote safety and Rodrigo’s preference of sharing context at all times.

- \(\text{shareAbstractContext} \uparrow \text{safety} \land \text{prefRodrigo} \land \text{privacyPedro}\)

**4.3 Research Plan**

Dechesne et al. [2013] model the relationship between values and compliance of norms. While they suggest that values underlying the introduction of norms can serve as a criteria to decide if
one outcome is better than the other, their results are based on simulation experiments. There is need to validate these results against real data.

The Naviterier example illustrate some of the opportunities for the SIPAs to reason about values. Each action a Naviterier SIPA performs, promotes or demotes certain values. If a Naviterier SIPA could understand its stakeholders’ preferences and reason about the values promoted or demoted, it could learn contextually relevant norm and perform actions that provide pleasant social experience to its stakeholders. In this regard, we consider the following research questions:

**RQ 1.** How can we enable a SIPA to reason about values each of their actions could promote or demote?

**RQ 2.** How can we build a decision support system to recommend SIPAs actions to perform, and not to perform?

To address the research question of enabling a SIPA to reason about values, we propose Valar, a value-based framework. To develop Valar, we will conduct a crowdsourced experiment to learn different contextual factors and associated values, and preferences and tradeoffs between them.

To address the research question of building a decision support system, we propose Gimli that will use the data collected via the crowdsourced experiment.


A.1 Pre-participation Survey

1. How long (in years) is your academic programming experience? Count a semester as six months or less depending on your programming effort that semester. An approximation is fine.
   □ <1
   □ 1–2
   □ 2–6
   □ 6+

2. How long (in years) is your industry programming experience? Count full-time experience and approximate part-time experience.
   □ <1
   □ 1–2
   □ 2–6
   □ 6+

3. How familiar are you with conceptual modeling? Conceptual modeling includes requirements engineering, system specification, architectural design, and so on.
   □ Not familiar
□ Familiar with the concepts, but no practical experience
□ Familiar and some practical experience from an earlier academic project
□ Familiar and some practical experience from the industry
□ Expert (e.g., system architect, requirements engineer, researcher in this area, etc.)
□ Other

A.2 Time and Effort Survey

Answer this survey after each work session. It is best to answer the survey right after a work session. A work session is typically a sitting.

Please be as accurate as possible. If you make a mistake such as submitting a survey twice or incorrectly reporting something, please email the investigator so that we can fix the mistake.

1. How long was this work session? In hours:minutes (e.g., 03:30). Please exclude interruptions from the session duration. If an interruption is long enough, it might be better to treat a session as two.

2. How do you rate the difficulty of the work you performed in this session? Note that session duration and difficulty are not necessarily related. Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is very easy, and 7 is very difficult.

3. What did you do in this work session?
□ Read project description
□ Learning and understanding methodology to develop socially-aware application
□ Learning Lucidchart
□ Reading other material (specify in comments)
□ Modeling
□ Workout Social Benefit Function (specify in comments)
□ Implementation (specify in comments)
□ Documentation (specify in comments)
□ Other

4. What is an approximate breakdown of this work session? For example, [reading project description (10%) + coding (65%) + documentation (15%)]. You can breakdown however you want (not necessary to breakdown three way like in the example). Also, briefly describe what you did in this session.

5. Any additional comments?

6. Anything else you may want to mention about this work session.
A.3 Post Survey

Overall Time and Difficulty

1. Give an estimate of the overall time you spent in hours:minutes (e.g., 03:30) to understand the project requirements and to prepare the requirement specification (models)?
2. Give an estimate of the overall time you spent in hours:minutes (e.g., 03:30) to design the social benefit function?
3. Give an estimate of the overall time you spent in hours:minutes (e.g., 03:30) to implement the project?
4. Give an estimate of the overall time you spent in hours:minutes (e.g., 03:30) to test the project?
5. Give an estimate of the overall time you spent in hours:minutes (e.g., 03:30) to document the project?
6. How easy were the following phases? Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is very easy, and 7 is very difficult.
   - Understanding Requirements
   - Preparing requirement specification (models)
   - Implementation
   - Testing
   - Documentation
7. In what aspects do you think the application violates your privacy?

Usability

Consider yourself as a user of your application.

1. List all actions that you can perform using the application.
2. To what extent do you think the application preserves your privacy? Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is application is privacy-preserving, and 7 is application is privacy violating.
3. How usable is your application considering the following aspects? Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is very easy, and 7 is very difficult.
   - How easy is it to accomplish the actions the first time you use the application?
   - Once you have learned the application, how quickly can you perform the actions?
   - When you return to the application after a period of not using it, how easily can you re-establish proficiency?
   - How many errors do you make when you use the application? (1: not many, 7: quite a lot)
• How severe are the errors? (1: not very severe, 7: very severe)
• How easily can it recover from the errors? (1: quickly, 7: takes a long time)
• How pleasant is it to use the application? (1: very pleasant, 7: not at all pleasant)
• How easy is it to accomplish the actions the first time you use the application?
• Once you have learned the application, how quickly can you perform the actions?
• When you return to the application after a period of not using it, how easily can you re-establish proficiency?
• How many errors do you make when you use the application? (1: not many, 7: quite a lot)
• How severe are the errors? (1: not very severe, 7: very severe)
• How easily can it recover from the errors? (1: quickly, 7: takes a long time)
• How pleasant is it to use the application? (1: very pleasant, 7: not at all pleasant)

Methodology and Project Development

Understanding requirements, implementation, testing and documentation

1. How clear were (or are) the requirements of this project for you? Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is very easy, and 7 is very difficult.
   • When you started the project
   • Now, at the end of the project

2. To what extent did the methodology help you in the following aspects of the project? Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is didn’t help me at all, and 7 is helped me a lot.
   • Understanding the project requirements
   • Implementing the project requirements
   • Testing
   • Documentation

3. How easy is it to understand your implementation for someone else? Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is very easy, and 7 is very difficult.
   • Who knows the methodology
   • Who does not know the methodology

4. How easy is it to understand your documentation for someone else? Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is very easy, and 7 is very difficult.
   • Who knows the methodology
   • Who does not know the methodology

5. How easy was (or is) it to identify or incorporate actors? Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is very easy, and 7 is very difficult.
6. How easy was (or is) it to identify or incorporate actions? Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is very easy, and 7 is very difficult.
   • (For you to) Identify all actions in the scenario description?
   • (For someone else to) Identify all actions in your implementation?
   • (For you to) Incorporate a new action in your implementation?

7. How easy was (or is) it to identify or incorporate contexts in the actions? Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is very easy, and 7 is very difficult.
   • (For you to) Identify contexts in the scenario description?
   • (For someone else to) Identify contexts in your implementation?
   • (For you to) Incorporate a new context in your implementation?

8. How easy was (or is) it to identify or incorporate norms? Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is very easy, and 7 is very difficult.
   • (For you to) Identify all norms in the scenario description?
   • (For someone else to) Identify all norms in your implementation?
   • (For you to) Incorporate a new norms in your implementation?

9. How easy was (or is) it to identify norm conflicts and inconsistencies? Answer on a numeric scale 1–7 where 1 is very easy, and 7 is very difficult.
   • (For you to) Identify norm conflicts in the scenario description?
   • (For someone else to) Identify conflict resolution in your implementation

10. In your implementation, how did you resolve conflicts between norms? If you answered this in the report, please paste it here.

11. Do you think the methodology missed some crucial step that could have helped in understanding the project requirements, implementation, testing, or documentation?

12. Any other comments or feedback.